Order-sorted logic is a useful tool for knowledge representation and reasoning because it enables representation of sorted terms and formulas along with partially ordered sorts (called sort-hierarchy). However, this logic cannot represent more complex sorted expressions when they are true in any possible world (as rigid) or some possible worlds (as modality) such as time, space, belief, or situation. In this study, we extend order-sorted logic by introducing existential rigidity and many modalities. In the extended logic, sorted modal formulas are interpreted over the Cartesian product of sets of possible worlds. We present a new labeled tableau calculus to check the (un)satisfiability and validity of sorted modal formulas.
Introduction
Knowledge-based systems support intelligent decisions by using the technologies of knowledge, learning, and reasoning. Such systems use knowledge representation languages for storage and reasoning engines for inferring valuable knowledge. Processing of knowledge is required to deal with conceptual knowledge (e.g., ontology) and temporal and situational dependencies of knowledge (e.g., real world data). As a tool of artificial intelligence, logical languages and deductions provide us with theoretical foundations for knowledge representation and reasoning.
Order-sorted logic [20, 9, 17, 26, 22] has been known as first-order predicate logic that extends to include many sorts and their hierarchy (called sort hierarchy). In knowledge representation and reasoning, automated deduction for order-sorted logic, which offers advantages in this area, has been thoroughly studied [6, 27, 28] . These advantages include: (i) reduced search space through restriction on domains and ranges of functions, predicates, and variables [23, 24, 25] , (ii) reasoning on taxonomic knowledge by means of partially mon knowledge among k agents in any time point and situation. That is, the modal formula F implies 2 Tim F ∧ 2 Sit F ∧ 2 Agt1 F ∧ · · · ∧ 2 Agtk F . In contrast, the standard common knowledge operator 2 AllAgts only indicates the common knowledge among k agents; i.e., the modal formula 2 AllAgts F implies 2 Agt1 F ∧ · · · ∧ 2 Agtk F . In order to handle relationships among time, situation, and knowledge worlds, accessibility relations over n-dimensional worlds are considered. For example, let tm, st, w 1 , . . . , w k be an n-dimensional world (n = k + 2) that indicates an n-tuple of time, situation, and k-agents' knowledge worlds. The modal formula 2 Agt1 F is true if and only if for every world w 1 of agent 1 where w = tm, st, w 1 , . . . , w k is accessible from the current world w = tm, st, w 1 , . . . , w k , F is true in w . Moreover, 3 Tim 2 Agt1 F is true if and only if there exists some time tm where w = tm , st, w 1 , . . . , w k is accessible from w = tm, st, w 1 , . . . , w k and F is true in w . For the purpose of our modeling of rigidity, we employ semantics of n-dimensional worlds different from the temporal logic formalisms in the area of agent systems, such as Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL) and Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic (ATEL) [19] .
We consider some examples of sorted modal formulas with the axiomatic system S4 for the temporal and situational operators 2 Tim and 2 Sit and the common modal operator 2 AllAgts and the axiomatic system S5 for the k knowledge operators 2 Agt1 , . . . , 2 Agtk . Let man, student, male, boy, person, and animal be sorts with the following subsort relation (sort hierarchy), as described in The sorted formula man(john : person) is true at any time and situation if the sort man is rigid. In contrast, the sorted formula student(john : person) is true only in a particular situation if the sort student is not rigid. In the sort hierarchy, student(john : person) implies animal(john : person) because the anti-rigid sort student is a subsort of the rigid sort animal. This subsort relation is effectively defined in the rigidity of sorts where any rigid sort cannot be a subsort of an anti-rigid sort. In other words, some instances of each antirigid sort exist only in a particular time or situation that cannot belong to any rigid subsort.
According to the rigidity of sorts, many different modalities play an important role in representing anti-rigid sorts; i.e., a sortal property is true if it is dependent on time, space, belief, or situation. For example, the anti-rigidity of the sorted variable x : person is represented by the sorted modal formula:
∀x : animal(3 Tim child(x : animal) ∧ 3 Tim ¬child(x : animal)) which signifies that if x is an animal there exists a time point in which he/she is a child, but there exists another time point in which he/she is not a child. Using the sort hierarchy, the formula implies more specific statements sorted by a subsort of animal, e.g.,
∀x : person(3 Tim child(x : person) ∧ 3 Tim ¬child(x : person))
The rigidity of sorts also becomes more realistic when existential rigidity [29] is taken into account in ontological consideration. More precisely, a sort is existentially rigid if in any possible world for which an instance of the property exists, it instantiates the property. Consider the sorted modal formula:
∀x : person(2 Tim man(x : person)).
Under existential rigidity, this formula indicates that if x is a person, then he is a man in the time period in which he exists. This statement logically derives the fact that there is no time point in which the person x exists but he is not a man.
As a non-trivial example, the following sorted modal formulas are constructed by employing temporal and situational operators, k knowledge operators, and common operators. By representing the positive introspection axiom (in the axiomatic systems for knowledge [10] ), we can consider the sorted modal formula:
which states that an agent knows a fact which he/she knows, precisely, an agent knows the fact "Bob is happy in a situation where he is a person" when he/she knows that he/she knows it. Moreover, the negative introspection axiom (in the axiomatic systems for knowledge [10] ) leads to the sorted modal formula:
This expresses the statement that an agent knows the fact "Bob is rich at a time point" which the agent does not know.
The common modal operator can be used to represent a rigid sorted formula, i.e., a property is true in any time point, situation, or agent knowledge. For instance, we have a sorted modal formula for the rigid property male as follows:
which says that if Bob is a male person, then he is a male person in any time point in which he exists and an agent knows the fact that he is a male person as long as he exists in the agent's mind (i.e., when the agent knows that Bob is alive). This axiom is validated by the feature of the common modal operator; i.e., the modal formula
In the modalities, the subsort relation male < animal derives a more general statement as follows:
Using the subsort relation person < animal, another general statement can be derived as follows:
The dual operator of indicates a modality for time points, situations, and k agents' knowledge, which can represent a non-rigid sorted formula (i.e., a property is true in a time point, situation, or agent knowledge). As an example of this, we can consider a sorted modal formulas for the non-rigid property child as follows:
which states that if Bob is a child in a time point, then the fact that Bob is a child is true in another time point, situation, or agent knowledge. These examples motivate us to enhance order-sorted logic by incorporating many modalities under existential rigidity.
First-order modal logics have long been investigated independently from order-sorted logic. Garson [8] discussed different systems for variants of quantified modal logics. Fitting and Mendelsohn [5] treated the rigidity of terms and constant/varying domains by means of a tableau calculus and predicate abstraction. Cialdea-Mayer and Cerrito [2] proposed a prefixed tableau calculus for all variants of quantified modal logics with respect to cumulative/varying domains, rigid/non-rigid terms, and local/non-local terms. However, the existing approaches do not provide a combination of existential rigidity and many modalities in logic. In particular, there is no reasoning system for the integrated logic of sorted expressions, rigidity, and many modalities. To achieve the reasoning system for the combination, additional inference rules for the interaction between sorts and modalities, which cannot be obtained by simply combining them, have to be defined.
Based on the above motivation, we study an extension of order-sorted logic by introducing existential rigidity and many modalities into sorted terms and formulas. The existential rigidity and non-rigidity of sorts are expressed by the distinctions among rigid and anti-rigid sorted terms together with an existential predicate. That is, many different modal operators are used to express the non-rigidity of sorts in various possible worlds such as time, space, belief, or situation. In the semantic definition, sorted modal formulas are interpreted over the Cartesian product of sets of possible worlds.
In order to apply our extension to reasoning mechanisms, we propose a labeled tableau calculus that tests the satisfiability and validity of sorted modal formulas. This calculus is obtained by extending the prefixed tableau calculus proposed by Cialdea-Mayer and Cerrito. In the derivation process where decomposed formulas are derived by rule application in calculus, sorted modal formulas are labeled by a pair of the type of a world and the world itself. New inference rules (many modal operator, sorted quantifier, rigid/anti-rigid sort predicate, and existential predicate rules) are included to handle sorted expressions and many modalities supporting existential rigidity.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 formalizes the syntax and semantics of order-sorted modal logic. In Section 3, we discuss a labeled tableau calculus for our proposed order-sorted modal logic, which enables us to check the satisfiability and validity of sorted modal formulas. In Section 4, we show the completeness of the labeled tableau calculus. Then, we give some examples for testing the validity of sorted modal formulas. Finally, in Section 5, we provide our conclusion.
Order-Sorted Modal Logic
We define the syntax and semantics of order-sorted logic with many modalities and existential rigidity.
Syntax
The alphabet of a sorted first-order modal language L with rigidity and sort predicates comprises the following symbols: a countable set T of type symbols as rigid sorts (including the greatest type ), countable set S A of antirigid sort symbols (T ∩ S A = ∅), countable set C of constant symbols, countable set F n of n-ary function symbols for each natural number n, and countable set P n of n-ary predicate symbols for each natural number n with the existential predicate symbol E and the set P T ∪S A of sort predicate symbols Let T ⊆ T and S A ⊆ S A . A constant declaration is of the form c : → τ if c ∈ C and τ ∈ T . A function declaration is of the form f : Intuitively, the distinction between rigid and anti-rigid sorts is given as follows. If an entity has a rigid property, then it must have that property in any possible world. By following it, a sort is categorized as rigid if every instance of the sort is an instance of that in any possible world. Otherwise, it is anti-rigid.
Constants and functions are required to be rigidly sorted in order to avoid the anti-rigid domains and ranges of constants and functions. The sort declarations of constants c and functions f are therefore denoted by the forms c : → τ and f : τ 1 × · · · × τ n → τ where types τ i , τ are used for the declarations. By contrast, predicates may be anti-rigid. The sort declarations of predicates are denoted by the form p : s 1 × · · · × s n where types and anti-rigid sorts s i can be used to set the domains of the predicates p.
In [14] , the reason for not allowing the anti-rigid sorts of constants and functions has been explained. We consider the following declarations of unrigidly sorted constants, functions, and predicates:
Unfortunately, the anti-rigid sorts student and teacher give rise to the sorted terms:
john : student, father (john : student): teacher, getting a scholarship(x student ).
Due to the anti-rigidity of student and teacher, John is not a student in some possible worlds and John's father is not a teacher in some possible worlds. These expressions are regarded as ill-sorted errors in some possible worlds. On the contrary, the anti-rigid sort of the predicate leads to getting a scholarship(x student ) being true or false but it causes no ill-sorted error.
In the sorted signature, the three types of terms: typed term, anti-rigid sorted term, and sorted term are inductively defined in a sorted first-order modal language L Σ . 
Definition 2 (Typed Terms
The anti-rigid sorted terms are only variables because the anti-rigid sorts of constants and functions are not allowed in the sorted signatures (as explained above). 
Definition 4 (Sorted Terms
) Let Σ = (T, S A , ≤, Ω) be a1. if s = τ , then T − s ⊆ T s ;
if t ∈ T s and s ≤ s, then t ∈ T s .
We denote the set of ground terms of sort s by T s,0 . Based on the rigidity of types and anti-rigid sorts, any anti-rigid sorted term (in T − σ ) must be a variable term whereas typed terms (in T − τ ) can contain constants and functions. In other words, every anti-rigid sorted term is not rigid (e.g., x student ) and every typed term is rigid (e.g., c person ). We define sort(t) as the sort of a term t; precisely,
Next, the set of sorted modal formulas in the language L Σ is given as follows.
Definition 5 (Sorted Modal Formulas)
The set F of formulas is the smallest set such that
if t ∈ T , then E(t) is a formula;
4. if F , F 1 , and 
Semantics
Here we define the semantics of our sorted first-order modal languages L Σ . Let w 1 , . . . , w n be worlds. In the following, we denote an n-tuple of worlds w 1 , . . . , w n by w. 
non-empty set of worlds and for every
where R is reflexive and transitive;
U w is a non-empty set of individuals for each w ∈ W ;
6. U is a superset of w∈W U w ; 
, and
In the sorted Σ-structures, an individual set U w for each n-tuple w of worlds is used to represent the set of individuals that exist in an n-dimensional world We define the existential rigidity of sorts, constants, and functions in sorted Σ-structures by supporting the conditions of individual existence in the following manner.
Definition 7 (Existential Rigidity
) be a sorted Σ-structure, w ∈ W , I w be an interpretation function for w, d ∈ U w , and let R be an accessibility relation over W × W . Then, M is a sorted Σ-structure with existential rigidity if for all w i , w j ∈ W and for any interpretation functions I w i and I w j for w i and w j , the following conditions hold:
In order to support the existential rigidity of sorts, the interpretation function and accessibility relation in sorted Σ-structures with existential rigidity (of Definition 7) is restricted by adding some conditions to them in sorted Σ-structures (of Definition 6). The denotation of terms is defined by introducing the set C U of new constantsd for individuals d in U where every new constant is interpreted by itself. In what follows, we adopt a sorted first-order modal language L Σ extended by adding the set C U of new constants.
Definition 8 Let
To define the satisfiability of sorted modal formulas, the existence of individuals denoted by terms in each world is handled. Let M = (W, w 0 , {R 1 , . . . , R m }, R, U, I) be a sorted Σ-structure, let F , F 1 , and F 2 be sorted modal formulas, let w ∈ W , and let [[t] ] w be the denotation of a sorted ground term t in w. The set Nex w of closed formulas with sorted ground terms non-existing in w is the smallest set such that
) be a Σ-structure, let F be a closed formula, and let w = w 1 , . . . , w n ∈ W . The Σ-satisfiability relation w |= F is defined inductively as follows: 12. w |= F iff for some w ∈ W with w, w ∈ R, w |= F and F ∈ Nex w .
The modal formula 2 i F (or F ) is satisfied in a world w if for any world w accessible from w, F is satisfied in w ( w |= F ) or some ground terms in
To test the satisfiability of any closed formula, the following proposition guarantees that any closed formula can be transformed into an equivalent one in negation normal form (i.e., negation occurs only in front of an atomic formula). Let F 1 and F 2 be closed formulas. 
) be any sorted Σ-structure with existential rigidity and let w ∈ W . By Definition 9, the semantic equivalences can be proved as follows: ( 
Tableau Calculus
In this section, we present a labeled tableau calculus for testing the satisfiability of a sorted modal formula in order-sorted modal logic.
Let A be a closed formula in negation normal form (i.e., negation occurs only in front of an atomic formula) and Ψ be a finite set of closed formulas in negation normal form. We define the annotated term t (i,n) by annotating each constant symbol and function symbol with ( 
. The annotated set Ψ (i,n) and formula A (i,n) are obtained as follows:
The annotated term t (i,n) implies that it exists in the world corresponding to (i, n). Let W and T i denote the two types of worlds corresponding to and 2 i , respectively. Each node in a tableau is labeled with a formula set (i, n): Ψ where i ∈ {W, T 1 , . . . , T m } and n ∈ N. The initial tableau for Ψ is the single node (W, 0) :
The tableau calculus contains conjunction and disjunction rules, existential predicate rules, modal operator rules, sorted quantifier rules, and sort predicate rules. The pair (i, n) of labels i and n denotes a type of worlds and a natural number. Note that in order to support many modalities, modal formulas are labeled by a pair (i, n) such that two labels i and n are needed to represent the type of a current world i and the level of a current modality n. For example, consider the modal formula F = 3 Sit A ground term t is of (i, n) if the annotated term t (i,n) occurs in an ancestor. Let i ∈ {W, T 1 , . . . , T m }, j ∈ {T 1 , . . . , T m }, let t be any ground term with (i, n) , and let comma be the union of sets (i.e., Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 = Ψ 1 ∪ Ψ 2 , A, Ψ = {A} ∪ Ψ, and A, B = {A} ∪ {B}). Each rule cannot be applied to a formula set if its conclusion has already been included in the formula set.
Conjunction and disjunction rules
The conjunction and disjunction rules are based on the standard tableau rules. It can be seen that if a formula is decomposed into atomic formulas, the ground terms in the atomic formulas are labeled with the natural number n, as A (i,n) . This indicates that the included terms exist in world n, and they are referred to as terms with (i, n) . For example, the labeled formula (T im, 3) : p(c (T im,3) ) indicates that the constant c is an existing individual of the time world denoted by (T im, 3) and p(c) is true in the world.
In α-rule and β-rule, the decomposed formulas A and B are annotated with (i, n) (such as A (i,n) and B (i,n) ) since they may be atomic formulas. For example, if p(t) ∧ F is decomposed to p(t) and F by α-rule, then we obtain the annotated atomic formula p(t (i,n) ).
Existential predicate rule
This rule is introduced to cover the existential predicate. In E-rule, if the term t is labled by (i, n) , it derives a contradiction because t must exist in world n. In the modal operator rules, * Ψ denotes { * F | F ∈ Ψ} for * ∈ { , 2 1 , . . . , 2 m } (possibly * Ψ = ∅). Let T 0 be the set of ground terms. The translation function E is defined by E(p(t 1 , . . . , t n ) 
For any formula F , the function E can be expanded as follows:
Many modal operator rules
The ν j -rule derives the disjunction of the formula A and the negation ¬E(A) of the existential predicate formula. In other words, the disjunction implies that the formula A is true or some ground terms in A do not exist. The π j -rule, π i→j -rule, and π W -rule derive the conjunction of the formula A and the existence E(A) of the ground terms in A and these increase the natural number n (by the annotation (j, n + 1) in the conclusion), since the modal operators 3 j and imply that there exists a world n + 1 accessible from n. In π i→j -rule, i = j, in π j -rule and π i→j -rule, Ψ is a set of closed formulas without the forms F and 2 j F , and in π W -rule, Ψ is a set of closed formulas without the form F . The π j -rule does not modify the type of worlds but the π i→j rule modifies the type of worlds i into j (by replacing the annotation (i, n) with the annotation (j, n + 1)). Further, when the π W -rule is applied to a black diamond formula, the type of worlds is labeled as W (by the annotation (W, n + 1) in the conclusion), denoting any type of worlds. Additionally, 2-rule and 3 -rule are introduced by supporting the fact that the possible worlds of time and situation are a subset of the set of worlds. If 3 j is a knowledge operator, the 3 + -rule is applied instead of the 3 -rule.
The following sorted quantifier rules and sort predicate rules are applied to the quantifiers of typed variables and anti-rigid sorted variables. 
Sorted quantifier rules
(i, n): ∀x τ A, Ψ (i, n): A[x τ /t] (i,n) , ∀x τ A, Ψ (γ τ ) (i, n): p s (t (i,n) ), ∀x s A, Ψ (i, n): p s (t (i,n) ), A[x s /t] (i,n) , ∀x s A, Ψ (γ s ) (i, n): ∃x τ A, Ψ (i, n): E(c (i,n) τ ), A[x τ /c τ ] (i,n) , ∃x τ A, Ψ (δ τ ) (i, n): ∃x σ A, Ψ (i, n): p σ (c (i,n) τ ), A[x σ /c τ ] (i,n) , ∃x σ A, Ψ (δ σ ) In γ τ -rule, sort(t) ≤ τ ,
Sort predicate rules
where s < s .
Type predicate rules
where sort(t) ≤ τ .
Anti-rigid sort predicate rules
A tableau rule is called static if it does not change the level (i, n) (i.e., (i, n) : Ψ is expanded to (i, n): Ψ by an application of the rule), it is called dynamic otherwise (e.g., π j -rule, π i→j -rule, and π W -rule are dynamic). The set of closed nodes in a tableau for (i, n): Ψ is defined as follows:
(i) if a node contains two complementary literals (¬A and A (i,n) ) or the clash symbol ⊥, then it is closed, and
(ii) if all the children of a node are closed, then it is closed.
A tableau is closed if the root is closed.
Completeness
This section proves the completeness of our proposed tableau calculus by combining the techniques in order-sorted logic [1, 12, 11] and in quantified modal logic [2] .
) be a sorted Σ-structure with existential rigidity and A be a closed formula. For every w ∈ W , the following statements hold:
A ∈ Nex w if and only if w |= E(A) and E(A) = ∅.

If A does not contain any ground term, then A ∈ Nex w and E(A) = ∅.
Proof. By definition, it is trivial.
Lemma 2 Let
) be a sorted Σ-structure with existential rigidity, let w ∈ W , and let t ∈ T s,0 . If
Proof. Similar to the proof of the counterpart in [2] .
The following theorem shows the soundness of the labeled tableau calculus.
Theorem 1 If there exists a closed tableau for Ψ, then Ψ is Σ-unsatisfiable.
Proof. Suppose that Ψ is Σ-satisfiable. Then, there exists a sorted Σ-structure with existential rigidity M = (W, w 0 , {R 1 , . . . , R m }, R, U, I) such that w 0 |= Ψ. We will prove that there is no closed tableau for Ψ. Let T be any tableau for Ψ. In order to show it, we construct a sub-tableau T of T such that the root Ψ 0 = S (W,0) , each non-leaf node Ψ k has only one child Ψ k+1 , and every node is Σ-satisfiable (which implies that every node is not closed because every closed node is Σ-unsatisfiable). We show the satisfiability of each node Ψ k by induction on the depth k of the tableau T .
Base case: k = 0. By the assumption, M satisfies all the formulas in Ψ. So, w 0 |= Ψ + where Ψ + is the non-annotated set of S (W,0) in the initial tableau for Ψ.
Induction step: k > 0.
(ν j -rule) Let us assume w |= {2 j A}∪Ψ where w ∈ W . Then, for all w ∈ W j with w, w ∈ R j , w |= A or A ∈ Nex w . Since R j is reflexive, w, w ∈ R j , and so w |= A or A ∈ Nex w . This derives w |= A ∨ ¬E(A) by Lemma 1 (1).
(π j -rule) Let us assume w |= {3 j A}∪2 j Ψ ∪ Ψ ∪Ψ where w ∈ W . For some w a ∈ W j with w, w a ∈ R j , w a |= A and A ∈ Nex wa , and thus w a |= A ∧ E(A). Let F ∈ {F | 2 j F ∈ 2 j Ψ ∪ Ψ }. By the assumption, for all w ∈ W j with w, w ∈ R j , w |= F or F ∈ Nex w . So, w a |= F ∨ ¬E(F ) by Lemma 1 (1). Moreover, since R j is transitive, if w, w a and w a , w a in R j , then w, w a in R j . This implies that for all w ∈ W j with w a , w ∈ R j , w |= F or F ∈ Nex w (i.e., w a |= 2 j F ). Let F ∈ {F | F ∈ 2 j Ψ ∪ Ψ }. By the assumption, for all w ∈ W with w, w ∈ R, w |= F or F ∈ Nex w . Since w, w a ∈ R j (⊆ R), w a |= F ∨ ¬E(F ) by Lemma 1 (1). Since R is transitive, if w, w a and w a , w a in R, then w, w a in R. Hence, for all w ∈ W with w a , w ∈ R, w |= F or F ∈ Nex w (i.e., w a |= F ).
(
By the assumption, for all w ∈ W j with w, w ∈ R j , w |= F or F ∈ Nex w . So, w a |= F ∨ ¬E(F ) by Lemma 1 (1). Let F ∈ {F | F ∈ 2 j Ψ ∪ Ψ }. By the assumption, for all w ∈ W with w, w ∈ R, w |= F or F ∈ Nex w . Because w, w a ∈ R j (⊆ R), w a |= F ∨ ¬E(F ) by Lemma 1 (1). Moreover, since R is transitive, if w, w a and w a , w a in R, then w, w a in R. This implies that for all w ∈ W with w a , w ∈ R, w |= F or F ∈ Nex w (i.e., w a |= F ).
(π W -rule) Let us assume w |= { A} ∪ Ψ ∪ Ψ . For some w a ∈ W with w, w a ∈ R, w a |= A and A ∈ Nex wa . Hence, w a |= A ∧ E(A). Let F ∈ {F | F ∈ Ψ }. By the assumption, for all w ∈ W with w, w ∈ R, w |= F or F ∈ Nex w . So, w a |= F ∨ ¬E(F ) by Lemma 1 (1). Moreover, since R is transitive, if w, w a and w a , w a in R, then w, w a in R. Therefore, for all w ∈ W with w a , w ∈ R, w |= F or F ∈ Nex w (i.e., w a |= F ).
( 2-rule) Let us assume w |= { A} ∪ Ψ . For all w ∈ W with w, w ∈ R, w |= A or A ∈ Nex w . R i is a subset of R. So, for all w ∈ W with w, w ∈ R i , w |= A or A ∈ Nex w . Hence, w |= 2 Tim A and w |= 2 Sit A. Since R is reflexive, w, w ∈ R, and by Lemma 1 (1), w |= A ∨ ¬E(A).
(3 -rule) Let us assume w |= {3 j A} ∪ Ψ where 3 j is a knowledge operator. For some w a ∈ W j with w, w a ∈ R j , w a |= A and A ∈ Nex wa (i.e., w a |= A ∧ E(A)). Due to R j ⊆ R and W j ⊆ W , w, w a ∈ R and w a ∈ W . From this w |= A follows.
(3 + -rule) Let us assume w |= {3 j A} ∪ Ψ . By the soundness of 2-rule, for some w a ∈ W j with w, w a ∈ R j , w a |= A ∧ E(A) and w |= A follows.
Since sort(t) ≤ τ and t is a ground term with ( 
(E-rule) Let us assume w |= {¬E(t)} ∪ Ψ where t is a ground term with (i, n) . Then, t (i,n) occurs in a positive atomic formula (i.e., Ψ contains (i) an atomic formula p(t
Thus, (i) and (ii) imply w |= E(t). It is a contradiction.
(α-rule), (β-rule), and (I-rule) For the cases, it is easy to show that each tableau rule preserves satisfiability.
(p τ -rule) Let w |= Ψ , and let t be a ground term such that sort(t) ≤ τ . Then,
, and by the definition of sorted Σ-structures, [[t] ] w ∈ I w (τ ). Since I w (τ ) ⊆ I w (p τ ), we obtain w |= p τ (t).
( p τ -rule) Let w |= Ψ , and let t be a ground term. Then, [[t] ] w ∈ U w ∩ I w (τ ), and by the definition of existential rigidity, for any world w with w, w ∈ R,
( p σ -rule) Let w |= Ψ , and let t be a ground term. Then, [[t] ] w ∈ U w ∩ I w (σ), and by the definition of existential rigidity, there exists w j ∈ W with w,
Therefore, since every node Ψ k in the sub-tableau T is Σ-satisfiable, it is not closed.
In order to prove the completeness of the labeled tableau calculus, we need to define saturated sets of formulas and a canonical interpretation of a formula set. Let (i, n) : Ψ be a labeled set of closed formulas. We denote the set of ground terms of sort s with (i, n) (i,n) occurs in Ψ}. We represent the set of ground terms of a sort predicate p s with (i, n) . T ps,0 ((i, n): Ψ) = s ≤s {t ∈ T 0 | p s (t (i,n) ) ∈ Ψ}. The set T ps,0 ((i, n) : Ψ) consists of the ground terms t in atomic sort predicate formulas p s (t (i,n) ) for all the sorts s with s ≤ s 1 . 
Lemma 3 Let Σ = (T, S
Proof. By definition, it is easy to show.
A set Ψ of closed formulas is consistent if its non-annotated set does not contain any pair of complementary literals (i.e., ¬A and A) or the clash symbol ⊥. For example, if {¬p(t), p(t (i,n) )} ⊆ Ψ, then it is not consistent.
Definition 10
A labeled set (i, n): Ψ is saturated if Ψ is consistent and the following rules are satisfied:
if 3 i F ∈ Ψ and 3 j is a knowledge operator, then A ∧ E(A), F ∈ Ψ.
A labeled set (i, n): Ψ is tab-consistent if for every finite subset Ψ of Ψ there is no closed tableau for (i, n): Ψ .
Lemma 4 If
Proof. Let a labeled set (i, n) : Ψ be tab-consistent. We inductively construct a sequence (i, n):
. . of nodes by applications of static tableau rules where Ψ 0 = Ψ.
(k > 0) Let a static tableau rule of the form
is tab-consistent. This is because every static rule does not delete any pair of complementary literals (i.e., ¬A and A) or the clash symbol ⊥. Let a static tableau rule of the form
It remains to prove that there exists a superset Ψ * of Ψ such that (i, n): Ψ * is saturated.
Let Ψ * = k∈N Ψ k . Assume that the non-annotated set of Ψ * contains a pair of an atomic formula A and its negation ¬A or the clash ⊥. For each set Ψ k , let us denote the set of literals and
By the assumption, there exists m ∈ N such that Ψ m is not consistent. This is contradictory to the fact that every node (i, n): Ψ k is tab-consistent. It follows that Ψ * is consistent.
We need to check that Ψ * satisfies Conditions (1) -(12) in Definition 10. Condition (1). By p τ -rule, this condition is satisfied. Condition (2). By <-rule, this condition is satisfied. Conditions (3) and (4) . By p τ -rule and p σ -rule, these conditions are satisfied. Conditions (5) and (6) . By α-rule and β-rule, these conditions are satisfied. Condition (7). Let s = τ . By γ τ -rule, for every t ∈ T τ,0 ((i, n): (12) . By ν j -rule, 2-rule, 3 -rule, and 3 + -rule, these conditions are satisfied.
These yield the conclusion that (i, n): Ψ * is saturated.
The following lemma will be used to construct a canonical interpretation.
Lemma 5 Let (i, n):
Ψ be tab-consistent and let j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. The following statements hold:
Proof.
(1) Let us suppose that (j, n + 1):
is not tab-consistent. Then, for some finite subset Ψ l of it, there exists a closed tableau for (j, n+1) :
, Ψ is not tab-consistent. Then, for some finite subset Ψ l of it, there exists a closed tableau for (j, n + 1) :
is a finite subset of Ψ. Thus, Ψ is not tab-consistent.
(3) Let us suppose that (W, n + 1): A ∧ E(A), Ψ ∨ ¬E(Ψ ), Ψ is not tabconsistent. Then, for some finite subset Ψ l of it, there exists a closed tableau for (W, n + 1):
is a finite subset of Ψ. It follows that Ψ is not tab-consistent.
We now are ready to define the canonical interpretation of a formula set. Lemma 5) , w exists and is tab-consistent (by Lemma 4) , and w, w ∈ R i , ii. for every Lemma 5) , w exists and is tab-consistent (by Lemma 4) , and w, w ∈ R ;
tab-consistent (by Lemma 5), w exists and is tab-consistent (by Lemma 4), and w, w
2.
6. I is the set of interpretation functions I w for all worlds w ∈ W for (i, n):
2 Let r be an ordered set. cl(r) (resp. cl + (r)) denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of r (resp. the reflexive, transitive, and symmetric closure of r). This is used to make an accessibility relation reflexive and transitive (or reflexive, transitive, and symmetric) over possible worlds.
Let Ψ be a finite set of closed formulas such that the initial tableau (W, 0) : Ψ (W,0) is tab-consistent. The following lemma indicates model existence for Ψ and the semantic condition of the existential rigidity holding. (4) in the definition of existential rigidity (i.e., sorted Σ-structures with existential rigidity).
Lemma 6 Let
(sorted Σ-structure in Definition 6) The dummy constants make the domain of each world non-empty. So, by Definition 11 (1) - (2), Conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. By Definition 11 (3), Condition (3) is satisfied, and by Definition 11 (4), Condition (4) is satisfied. By Definition 11 (5), Condition (5) is satisfied.
Condition (6-a). Let s ∈ T ∪ S A . By Definition 11 (5) and (6-a),
Condition (6-b). Let t ∈ I w (s) with s ≤ s . By Definition 11 (6-a), t ∈ T s,0 ( w) ∪ T ps,0 ( w)(⊆ U w ). By Lemma 3, if t ∈ T s,0 ( w) then t ∈ T s ,0 ( w), and if t ∈ T ps,0 ( w) then t ∈ T p s ,0 ( w). Thus, we have t ∈ I w (s ).
Condition (6-c). By Definition 11 (6-a) and (6-b), for every c ∈ C with c :
Condition (6-d) . By Definition 11 (6-a) and (6-c), for every f ∈ F n with f :
Condition (6-e). Let (t 1 , . . . , t l ) ∈ I w (p) where w is for (i, n): by (v-1) , t ∈ I w (τ ), and hence I w (p s ) ⊆ I w (τ ) by Definition 11 (6-a).
Condition (6-f). Let w ∈ W for (i, n): Ψ k and let t ∈ I w (s). Let s = τ . If t ∈ T τ,0 ( w), then by Definition 10 (1), p τ (t (i,n) ) ∈ Ψ k . Let s = σ. Since there is no ground anti-rigid sorted term, T σ,0 ( w) = ∅. On the other hand, if t ∈ T ps,0 ( w), then by definition, p s (t (i,n) F 1 ) = ∅) . By the induction hypothesis, if F ∈ Nex w , then w |= F 1 . Therefore, w |= 2 j F 1 .
Let F = 3 j F 1 . By Definition 11 (1-b)-i and ii, there exists w for (j, n + 1) : Ψ k such that w, w ∈ R j and F 1 ) = ∅) . By the induction hypothesis, w |= F 1 and by Lemma 1 (1), F 1 ∈ Nex w . By definition, w |= 3 j F 1 .
Let F = F 1 . Let w ∈ W such that w, w ∈ R and w is for (i , n+m):
. By the induction hypothesis, w |= F 1 and by Lemma 1 (1), F 1 ∈ Nex w . Therefore, w |= F 1 . Proof. By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, it can be proved.
Theorem 2 If
Examples
We consider three examples for testing the consequence and validity of sorted modal formulas using the proposed tableau calculus. We prove that the following sorted modal formula F 1 is a consequence of Ψ 1 by using the calculus.
The formula F 1 indicates that if bob person is a man, then he is a man in any world as long as it exists. The formula set Ψ 1 states that every man is always a man in any possible world. In order to test the consequence Ψ 1 |= F 1 , it is sufficient to check the unsatisfiability of {¬F 1 } ∪ Ψ 1 since Ψ 1 |= F 1 holds if and only if {¬F 1 } ∪ Ψ 1 is Σ-unsatisfiable. According to Proposition 1, the formulas in {¬F 1 } ∪ Ψ 1 are transformed into equivalent ones in negation normal form as follows: Figure 2 illustrates a proof of testing the unsatisfiability of {¬F 1 } ∪ Ψ 1 where every tableau for {¬F 1 } ∪ Ψ 1 is closed. We abbreviate p man and bob person as p m and bob p , respectively. In Figure 2 , the initial tableau of the normal negation form of {¬F 1 } ∪ Ψ 1 :
is decomposed to the following node by applying 2-rule, α-rule, and γ τ -rule.
(W, 0) :
This splits into the following two branch nodes: In Figure 4 , we show a proof of testing the unsatisfiability of the formula ¬F 3 . Since every tableau for {¬F 3 } is closed, F 3 is Σ-valid. We abbreviate hypertension and bob person as t and b p , respectively.
Conclusion
We have presented an extension of order-sorted logic where sorted modal formulas consist of rigid/anti-rigid sorted terms and many modal operators. The multi-modalities of sorted modal formulas are interpreted over the Cartesian product of sets of possible worlds. For the extended logic, we have developed a labeled tableau calculus that can test the satisfiability and validity of sorted modal formulas. In a previous study, Cialdea-Mayer and Cerrito's prefixed tableau calculus employed formulas labeled with a natural number n. In contrast, our tableau calculus is designed to handle many modalities together with the existential predicate and rigid/anti-rigid sorted terms. In particular, sorted modal formulas are labeled by the pair (i, n) of the type of worlds i and a natural number n in the reasoning process using the proposed calculus.
The proposed tableau calculus is useful for us in implementing a reasoning engine in various knowledge-based systems. In fact, many knowledge-based systems have to handle both dynamic knowledge in the real world and conceptual knowledge (e.g., ontology) in a specific domain because they may access and extract knowledge from various agents and networks. Our extension of ordersorted logic supports the rigidity and anti-rigidity of conceptual knowledge using many-dimensional modalities. The extended order-sorted logic provides a sound reasoning mechanism that can test the validity and logical consequence for the complex knowledge obtained by combining the dynamic knowledge and the conceptual ontology.
